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Systems Engineering Research Needs and 
Workforce Development Study – Pathfinder Study

This material is based upon work supported, in whole or in part, by the U.S. Department of Defense through the Systems Engineering Research 
Center (SERC) under Contract H98230-08-D-0171. The SERC is a federally funded University Affiliated Research Center (UARC) managed by 

Stevens Institute of Technology consisting of a collaborative network of over 20 universities.  More information is available at www.SERCuarc.org

Dinesh Verma, Ph.D.

http://www.sercuarc.org/
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Ability to conduct long-term, comprehensive SE research focused on DoD acquisition, including

• Enable integrated development and management

• New ways to link requirements to design

• Leverage modeling and simulation

Ability to leverage developments in systems architecting, complex systems theory, systems thinking, 
systems science, knowledge management and SwE to perform research to advance the design and 
development of complex systems across all DoD domains, including

• System and open systems architecture/analysis

• SE in complex SoS and FoS environments

• Enterprise SE

• SW-unique extensions and modern SW-development
technology

Ability to leverage developments in open systems standards, organizational theory, program 
management, SE management, and IT to provide needed integration of program/technical 
management MPTs, including

• Integrate TPMs with EVM

• Maturity reviews

• SE team structures, etc. for improvement

• Improved SE information sharing

• Link technical baselines to architectures

• Apply SE to acquisition of services

• Flexible SE environment

• Knowledge management

• Undergraduate/Graduate SE education 
needs

• Rationale and way ahead for standards

• Toolsets throughout the life cycle

• Analyzing SE costs, accounts, and ROI

• SE metrics and leading indicators

SERC Core Competencies
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SERC Research Thematic Areas

Enterprises and SoS

• Enterprise Analysis 

• System of Systems Modeling and 
Analysis

Trusted Systems

• Systemic Security

• Systemic Assurance

Human Capital Development

• Evolving Body of Knowledge

• Experience Acceleration

• SE and Technical Leadership 
Education

SE & Systems Mgmt  Transformation

• Affordability and Value in Systems

• Quantitative Risk

• Interactive Model-Centric Systems 
Engineering

• Agile Systems Engineering
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Our Research Grand Challenges

Create the foundational SE principles and develop the 

appropriate MPTs to enable the DoD to architect, design, 

analyze, monitor and evolve complex enterprises and systems 

of systems to provide the DoD with an overwhelming 

competitive advantage over its current and future adversaries

Achieve much higher levels of system trust by applying the 

systems approach to achieving system assurance and trust for 

the increasingly complex, dynamic, cyber-physical-human net-

centric systems and systems of systems of the future  

Transform the DoD community’s systems engineering and 

management MPTs and practices to enable much more rapid, 

concurrent, flexible, scalable definition and analysis of the 

increasingly complex, dynamic, multi-stakeholder, cyber-

physical-human DoD systems and systems of systems of the 

future

Discover how to dramatically accelerate the professional 

development of highly capable systems engineers and technical 

leaders in DoD and the defense industrial base and how to 

sustainably implement that discovery

Enterprises and 

Systems of Systems

Trusted Systems

SE and Systems 

Management 

Transformation

Human Capital 

Development
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SERC 2014-2018 Technical Plan

2014-2018 Technical Plan:

• Provided the vehicle by which to align the SERC 

Vision and Research Strategy with the Sponsor’s Core 

funding priorities

• Described the SERC Vision, the Sponsor’s needs, and 

the SERC’s response to these needs

• Stated DoD’s SE research grand challenges and how 

the SERC will apply core and other funding during 

2014-2018 to address them

• Provided a multi-year roadmap of research programs 

to support this strategy.   

We are in the process of developing our next five year Technical Plan
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2018-2023 SERC Technical Plan

• The foundation for the 2018-2023 SERC Technical plan to include:

―General Framework: We retain the four research focus areas for 

continuity, but add missions that provide connections between these 

areas

o “Missions” cut across the four thematic research areas

o Mission areas might relate the following three imperatives:

― (Hard) Developing flexible designs that adapt, and are resilient to unknown missions and 

threats

― (Wicked) Security: Safeguarding critical information, Designing systems resilient to a 

cyber adversary and other advanced threats and technologies

― (Scary) Designing systems to take advantage of 3rd Offset Technologies, Engineering 

consideration for AI and Autonomy

―Critical Research: determination of critical research challenge areas to 

help realize the stated missions 

―Technical Plan 2018-2023: Currently under review by the EAB 

members
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Mission Areas

• Hard – Velocity: Developing and sustaining capabilities that 
support emergent and evolving mission objectives (deter and 
defeat emergent and evolving adversarial threats and exploit 
opportunities, affordably and with increased efficiency)

• Wicked - Security: Designing and sustaining the demonstrable 
ability to safeguard critical technologies and mission capabilities 
in the face of dynamic (cyber) adversaries

• Scary - AI & Autonomy: Developing and supporting system 
engineering MPTs to understand, exploit and accelerate the use 
of AI and autonomy in critical capabilities

Significant community consent with these mission areas!
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Research workshops that we held two years ago…
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Industry-Government Forum:
Model Centric Engineering
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01-22-2013

September 26, 2016;

Invitation only attendance, 

limited to 35
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October 5, 2016;

Invitation only attendance, 

limited to 35
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Research workshops that we held last year…
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Research workshops that we held (are going to hold) 
this year…

Cyber Resilient Weapon Systems Engineering Workforce Needs 
(in collaboration with MITRE)

Colloquium on Digital Engineering

Sensemaking (Sponsored by ODNI)

Continuous Development and Deployment (November 27 and 28, 2018)
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This is the context of the Pathfinder Project

Visit a number of warfare centers, R&D 
centers, National Laboratories, and 
FFRDCs, with the objective of talking to 
senior technical leaders – with a view 
to identify systems engineering “pain 
points”, research priorities, and any 
strategic workforce considerations

Almost 20 visits 
were  completed…
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Primary Questions and Research Priorities

• Modeling System Security, Risk, Reliability, and Resilience

―Particular reference to Distributed Systems (IoT; Cyber-Physical Systems; 

Mission Threads)

• Agility at the scale of the Enterprise

• Mission Engineering -

―Collaboration and Competition – Computational Policy Framework

• Knowledge Management

―Legacy and into the future with changing demographics

• Model Based Engineering – Digital Engineering

―Various sub-themes

• Analytics and Enhanced Quantification to all aspects of Systems 

Engineering

• Systems Engineering Aspects of Autonomy, AI, and ML, especially V&V

• “other topics”
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Modeling System Security, Risk, 
Reliability, and Resilience

• We need better models for complex, sensor-intensive cyber-physical weapon systems;

• How do we assess the risk/reliability of a mission?  In particular, when we have an 

array of heterogeneous systems – some manned and some unmanned systems;

• We need models to assess and estimate the reliability of heterogeneous network 

centric systems;

• How do we do a vulnerability analysis for the prioritization of risk in system of 

systems?

• How to assess and model system security?

• How do we model and assess system security at scale?

• How do we model system resilience?

• How do we model system trust?

• There is a need for a holistic approach to assess and model system security, offensive 

cyber warfare, cyber-defense, and information security;

• How do you measure the security and resilience of a weapon systems?
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Primary Questions and Research Priorities

• Modeling System Security, Risk, Reliability, and Resilience

―Particular reference to Distributed Systems (IoT; Cyber-Physical Systems; 

Mission Threads)

• Agility at the scale of the Enterprise

• Mission Engineering -

―Collaboration and Competition – Computational Policy Framework

• Knowledge Management

―Legacy and into the future with changing demographics

• Model Based Engineering – Digital Engineering

―Various sub-themes

• Analytics and Enhanced Quantification to all aspects of Systems 

Engineering

• Systems Engineering Aspects of Autonomy, AI, and ML, especially V&V

• “other topics”
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Agility at the Scale of the Enterprise

• How do we balance risk, safety, and security on the one hand, and getting capability to the field in an 

accelerated manner?

• How do we address our acquisition culture, tradition, processes, governance, and procedure?

• How do we move from a policy and compliance culture to an incentive and outcome oriented culture?

• Error and fault monitoring are not able to keep up with the “speed of operations” – how do we fix this?

• Within an environment of extremely mission critical systems, how do we get better at trying new and different 

approaches?

• Tension between safety and agility – a paradox.  How best to rationalize this?

• How do we bring multiple disciplines, multiple doctrines, and multiple organizational cultures together to get 

through complex system and solution development faster?

• How do we fix an environment that lacks trust – between acquisition and contractors; between different 

organizations on the government side? 

• We should question the relevant and value of ALL CDRLs, and make this lean.

• Can we do a risk and reward assessment of ALL SE steps – to allow more rapid development?

• Should we allow a more steam-lined and direct interplay between operators and users on the one hand; and 

developers and doctrine writers on the other?

• How do we evolve to bring greater agility in system development at the level of the enterprise?

• Modularity and Rapid Development:

― Impact of Modularity on test and integration speed; and the need for comprehensive re-certification; Impact of modularity  - multiple case 

studies are necessary to understand cost and benefits, and impact of agile development, integration and test, and innovation.
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Primary Questions and Research Priorities

• Modeling System Security, Risk, Reliability, and Resilience

―Particular reference to Distributed Systems (IoT; Cyber-Physical Systems; 

Mission Threads)

• Agility at the scale of the Enterprise

• Mission Engineering -
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• Knowledge Management

―Legacy and into the future with changing demographics

• Model Based Engineering – Digital Engineering

―Various sub-themes

• Analytics and Enhanced Quantification to all aspects of Systems 

Engineering

• Systems Engineering Aspects of Autonomy, AI, and ML, especially V&V

• “other topics”
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Mission Engineering

• Tension between “owners” of systems and programs; and the “owners” of mission threads – we need to figure 

out a way to put incentives to align these two perspectives;

• What is the true cost of system integration?  For standalone systems; and for the integration of a system into an 

enterprise.

• Mission analysis and engineering for complex system of systems – modeling and risk assessment;

• A mission thread cuts across multiple “lego pieces” in diverse geographical instances.  How do we manage this 

enterprise when resources are allocated to the “lego pieces” and not to the mission threads?

• How do you characterize the “boundary of a system” when dealing with a system of multiple cloud based 

services?  Furthermore, how do we develop a reference baseline for a “system in the field” when there are 

often local level variants to the designed or implemented baselines?  This drives the integration of new services 

in the context of mission engineering.

• Integrated decision making and portfolio management: 

― How do we prioritize funding across multiple systems and programs for maximum impact on orthogonal mission threads?

― Need an integrated decision framework (Space War-fighting Concept) spanning languages, cultures, doctrine across multiple 

organizations in a landscape that involves a diverse customer set (cultural inertia).

• Fleet level interoperability remains a challenge – particularly when dealing with concurrent and overlapping 

networks with conflicting information – this can and has compromised missions.

• Sometimes our requirements seem to go in one direction – from mission to system to sub-system – leading to a 

significantly reduced design space at the sub-system level and ultimately an underperforming system, and 

hence an underperforming mission.  We need a better way.
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Primary Questions and Research Priorities

• Modeling System Security, Risk, Reliability, and Resilience
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―Legacy and into the future with changing demographics

• Model Based Engineering – Digital Engineering

―Various sub-themes

• Analytics and Enhanced Quantification to all aspects of Systems 

Engineering

• Systems Engineering Aspects of Autonomy, AI, and ML, especially V&V

• “other topics”
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Knowledge Management

• How do we capture our “design journey” on legacy systems and today’s systems; our 

architecture; and our domain knowledge and heuristics in an actionable way for the 

future;  This is a real issue.

• One significant challenge is that we are using our systems way beyond their design 

life – how do we certify that what we have there is still good and will operate as 

intended?  This sometimes requires us to revisit a set of design and configuration 

decisions made 10-30 years ago.  How well do we know why the designs are the way 

they are?  While a number of our employees from 10-30 years ago are still with us –

they are quickly retiring – and furthermore, today’s generation is not that stable in the 

workplace.

• It is very easy to collect design and architecture information – but it is very hard to 

find it when you need it.  Our workforce is becoming very mobile, so there is a real 

need for us to figure this out soon.

• We need to develop a modern knowledge management and transfer system – we are 

truly in danger of loosing significant domain knowledge.
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Model-Based Engineering: Digital Engineering

• We need help with translating natural language processing and design documents into MBE;

• Wish there was a practical notion of a roadmap; Further, how do we decide when should one 

begin modeling, when have we done enough modeling, and how much fidelity do we need and at 

what level and when?

• I wish we better understood the vast landscape of possible activities and scenarios and 

investments – and to identify the vector of maximum ROI when investing in MBE.  We do not 

have the resources to do everything.

• I wish there was a decision framework for deciding where to go high fidelity and where to go 

low fidelity – otherwise we are just boiling the ocean.

• Has someone done an assessment of the skills and capabilities that we need to develop in support 

of digital engineering?  This would be helpful.

• Model Based Testing:

― How do we establish test boundaries for cyber-physical systems? Testing is too late for some system aspects.  We need to get 

better at Simulation based Testing in support of mission engineering and interoperability; We need to better understand 

robustness and V&V associated with additive manufacturing.  How do we do V&V and testing for learning systems?

• Validation, verification and accreditation of models:

― What is sufficient?  This is a rather labor intensive process.  A key issue is model validation with sparse data.  What tests are 

worth doing?

― One challenge is model verification in the presence of small data sets;

― Uncertainty quantification in multi-level modeling is a challenge for us.
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• Model Based Engineering – Digital Engineering
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• Analytics and Enhanced Quantification to all aspects of Systems 

Engineering

• Systems Engineering Aspects of Autonomy, AI, and ML, especially V&V

• “other topics”
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Analytics and Enhanced Quantification
to all aspects of Systems Engineering

• We need to cope with vast amounts of field data – such as condition based maintenance data 

from the fleet – our challenges are data science application to the army domain - data structuring, 

visualization, and analytics;

• How to we bring instrumentation and enhanced quantification to all aspects of systems 

engineering?

• Stockpile systems have collected tons of data – it would be nice to have applications of machine 

learning to find trends and patterns that the SMEs have not noticed and to even combine data 

from different weapon systems that share similar components and finding insights through 

machine learning;

• How do we compose and make consistent data from diverse sources?

• Can we instrument our infrastructure systems and development systems to provide real time data 

monitoring to increased insight into efficiency and effectiveness gains?

• Can we use system analytics and system instrumentation to develop the concept of a unique 

system DNA (wing number level)?

• Can we used machine learning applications focused on colleting and creating test metrics?
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Systems Engineering aspects of
AI, ML, and Autonomy

• We need to think about leveraging ML to collect and create metrics in support of 

Integration and Test;

• We need to develop applications such as Autonomous Topological Predictor-

Corrector (UAS Testing);

• How do we setup boundary conditions between humans and machines?  Pattern 

recognition is just scratching the surface; We need to focus more on algorithm 

development for decision processes – making decisions or advising decision makers; 

When we are wallowing in data, it would be good for AI/ML based systems to help us 

filter the wheat from the chaff. We need a research horizon that exceeds 3 to 4 years.

• AI in support of systems engineering and design: Explore the concept of developing 

cognitive agents to support designers and engineers.  In particular, applying these 

agents to the notion of verification and validation.

• How do we do V&V for learning systems and self governing systems?

• Can ML help us bring quantification and analytics to all aspects of systems 

engineering?
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“other topics”

• Set Based Design has a lot of potential – we just need better tooling to allow its robust 

implementation at scale;

• Requirements are written at the system and sub-system level, not at the mission level; 

optimization in done at the system and sub-system level, not at the mission level.  This is a 

problem;

• We have to contend with Security Stovepipes – versus Security at the Mission Level (rather than 

a discrete system level) – particularly in Space;

• A pragmatic framework for the assessment, management, and leveraging of complexity – our 

complexity comes not just from the technical systems and associated dynamics, but also the 

dynamic regulatory environment.  At an institutional level, another source of complexity is the 

diversity of our development and process frameworks, driven by the diversity of our customers.

• Requirements are getting out of hand – we are dealing with tens of thousands of requirements 

and it is only getting worse.  Wish there was a better way.

• We need to better understand the SE related to integrating focused applications into a legacy 

enterprise; or integrating already built components – there is a need to build rigorous processes 

for integrating existing components into systems.
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Questions?


